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Victoria Twead is the New York Times bestselling author of
Chickens, Mules and Two Old Fools and the subsequent books in
the Old Fools series.

After living in a remote mountain village in Spain for 11 years,
and owning probably the most dangerous cockerel in Europe,
Victoria and Joe retired to Australia where another joyous life-
chapter has begun.
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"the children’s book Der
Struwwelpeter (Shockheaded
Peter) which showed a boy who
never cut his hair or nails, a
cautionary tale to scare young
children"
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"Corfe had its own railway station until 1972 when British Rail closed both
station and the line. Luckily there were plenty of passionate railway
enthusiasts around, and the station and line reopened in August 1995 as a
heritage line. The old steam trains puff in and out once more, this time
carrying tourists instead of taking children to school and folks to work."
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Clavell Tower as I remember it

"The folly was now mere feet away from
the edge of the cliff and in real danger
of collapsing into the waves beneath.
Every time we visited the bay, I checked
to see whether the folly was still
standing, or had collapsed into its
inevitable watery grave."

"To my astonishment, I recently learned that the folly survived for
many more years. Finally, in 2006, it was taken over by the Landmark
Trust which rescues eccentric buildings and converts them into
holiday homes. They dismantled Clavell Tower and re-erected it on a
firmer foundation 82 feet further inland."
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"Old Harry and his wives are white chalk stacks and stumps, chiselled
out by the ocean and time. Poor Old Harry regularly loses wives to the
waves."



11"Renowned for his remarkable, eye-popping manhood, the Cerne
Abbas giant is a huge tourist attraction."
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Chesil beach

"“Chesil beach, here we come!” we shouted over the engine noise as Ivy
bucked away, farting exhaust fumes along Dorset’s country lanes."
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"Wild ponies are plentiful having been allowed to roam free and
breed for centuries."
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"The other permanent
patient was very
different. Gordon, the
gannet, (otherwise
known as
Thatbloodygreatbadtem
peredseabird) was a big
character at the
sanctuary. Apart from
an emu I met briefly
many years later,
Gordon was probably
the most foul-tempered
bird I have ever
encountered."



Chapter 1

Dorset Apple Cake

A very easy recipe, great for using up
fallen cooking apples. Fantastic with
custard.

Chapter 2

Dorset Herby Potato Salad

The many hours of sunshine and mild
temperatures of Dorset produce
wonderfully tender early vegetables.
This recipe uses tiny new potatoes,
best cooked the same day as they are
dug up.

Chapter 4

Jam Roly-Poly

This slightly unusual dish is a great
side dish or starter.
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Chapter 9

Cauliflower Cheese

Cauliflower cheese has been a family
favourite for decades, and continues
to be so. A classic dish.

Chapter 11

Crispy Crunchy Crackly Crack

This super-sweet recipe always
reminds me of Auntie Jean who let us
‘help’ and allowed us to scrape out
the bowls.

Chapter 12

Plum Dumplings

On Zwetschgenknödel days, there was
nothing else on the menu; we just
guzzled Zwetschgenknödel, eating
them with our hands, juice running
down our faces.

Chapter 7

Summer Pudding

A delicious, very English pudding
made from soft fruit encased in
juice-soaked bread.
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Chapter 13

Watercress, Olive and Lentil Pate

Most of the UK’s watercress comes
from around the New Forest and that
region, and it’s a really healthy food
packed full of vitamins.

Chapter 14

Quiche Lorraine

A beautiful pastry case filled with
delicious bacon, creamy eggs and
cheese.

Chapter 15

Clotted Cream Chocolate Cake

Clotted cream is a thick cream made
by indirectly heating full-cream cow's
milk using steam or a water bath and
then leaving it in shallow pans to cool
slowly.

Chapter 16

Welsh Rarebit

Welsh rarebit is a dish made with
melted cheese and various other
ingredients and served hot, after
being poured over slices of toasted
bread.
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Chapter 17

Prawn Cocktail

Prawn cocktail is a seafood starter
consisting of shelled cooked prawns in
a cocktail sauce, served in a glass.

Chapter 20

Dorset Mackerel with Gooseberries

Gooseberries grow well in Dorset and
mackerel are locally caught. Served
together, they make a delicious dish,
the gooseberries offering a wonderful
zingy contrast to the rich fish.

Chapter 21

Quick and Easy Sausage and Mash
Pie

Bangers and mash, or sausages and
mash, is a traditional dish of the
British Isles. This pie is a delicious
variation.

Chapter 22

Crêpes Suzette

This recipe is an old-fashioned one
but so delicious. The pancakes need
to be very thin.
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Chapter 23

Coq au Vin

This classic French chicken casserole
has a healthy, rich, deep flavour.

Chapter 1 of Chickens, Mules and Two
Old Fools

Grumpy's Garlic Mushrooms Tapa

Tapa means ‘lid’ or ‘cover’ in
Spanish. It’s thought that the name
originally came from the practice of
placing slices of meat on top of a
sherry glass, to keep out flies. The
meat, often ham or chorizo, was
characteristically salty, inducing
thirst, which increased alcohol sales.
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THE OLD FOOLS SERIES

Chickens, Mules and Two Old Fools

Two Old Fools ~ Olé!

Two Old Fools on a Camel

Two Old Fools in Spain Again

Two Old Fools in Turmoil

One Young Fool in Dorset

One Young Fool in South Africa

THE SIXPENNY CROSS SERIES
A is for Abigail (Sixpenny Cross 1)

B is for Bella (Sixpenny Cross 2)

Coming - C is for the Captain

D - Z works in progress

ALSO BY VICTORIA TWEAD

How to Write a Bestselling Memoir

Morgan and the Martians

CONTACT VICTORIA TWEAD

EMAIL: TopHen@VictoriaTwead.com

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/victoriatwead

WEBSITE: www.victoriatwead.com

Subscribe to Old Fools' updates, and free stuff
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